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Daniel M

on
03/23/2023




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Cheap and it shows. It will need a little TLC to be more-or-less reliable. You get what you pay for $$. 











Charles S

on
04/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent firearm, A+++! Highly recommended. 











Jonathan B

on
11/03/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this firearm years ago and forgot to leave a review so this is after a LOT of trips to the range and probably about 500 rounds later. If you take the time to customize this gun it will be almost a tack driver! I'm not a great shot and I was getting 4 moa groups with it. More experienced shooters I let shoot it were getting smaller groups. I free floated the barrel with some washers jb welded between the bolt carrier group and the stock. I built up the top of the trigger group with jb weld to prevent trigger creep. I changed out the various springs inside for lighter springs (check out mcarbo for that) and this thing feels so nice and shoots so accurate. I have a super cheap scope on top for like airsoft or something. If I practiced more I'm sure I could tighten my groups. I LOVE this gun! People at the range are always blown away by the accuracy. And you can get 25 round magazines! What's not to love about this gun? Amazing. 











Bryan A

on
05/25/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent! Fun! Accurate!
Plinker Supreme.
Highly recommended!
Thanks Buds. 











Thomas C

on
01/13/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this rifle about 5 months ago. I put on a picatinnay rail from M*Carbo for about $20.00, rings from Vortex for about $16.00, and a scope from Barska for about $25.00. Initially I put dove tail scope rings on the rifle but they kept creeping back. The picatinny rail was well worth it. I drilled a couple divots into the receiver for the set screws and now it's on like cement, allowing me to quickly swap out the scope for a red dot if I choose. So far I shot a two 500 block packages of CCI Quiet 22 Semi Auto Long Rifle ammo. Because they are subsonic they are actually pretty quiet. The only failures were a few times on the second round from the same magazine so I put the blame on the magazine. I strongly suggest getting a loader for the magazine. I got the Hilljak Speed Loader for about $12.00. Loading cartridges in the magazine without it was not fun. This rifle is a hoot. Using the quiet ammo you don't even need ear protection and will not disturb the neighbors so you can blow up plastic bottles until you recycling container is dry. 











Ilde J Lopez C

on
12/18/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks a lot for give me the oportunity to buy from your prestigious store.The experience was very pleased and easy. You keep informing me about the progress of my order. My Marlin arives to my Ffl store at good time , no problems . I like the rifle very much,great ,reasonable price,very good quality I sure will buy another item from you with confidence,thanks a lot. 











Ilya B

on
12/10/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this rifle. It's simple, no issues, functions well. I purchased the second one. 











Charles G

on
12/09/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










accurate and fun to shoot.
handles all types of high-velocity ammunition
plinking or small animals like squirrel. 











Thomas H

on
06/26/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great service from Buds.....Good little utility rifle. Accurate enough for it's purpose and so far reliable when properly taken care of. 











Anthony L

on
06/11/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Marlin 795 22 rifle is fine gun it shot a verity of 22 ammo with no problems you cant go wrong with this gun. 











Randy A

on
01/13/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my 4th gun purchase from Bud's, and I think that says something in it's self right there. This little Marlin is really fun to shoot and pretty darn on point right out of the box. I mixed up a bunch of different brand ammo I had just to see if there was one brand or type it didn't like...… It ate every round I stuffed in the clip!! I know this isn't in the Ruger 10/22 class, but for the money this is fine little gun that I hope to get my Grandson shooting real soon. Don't hesitate on this gun, it is just fine for the money. After my Grandson learns to shoot with open sights, I will put a scope on it and let him see if he can group them even better. 











Blaine F

on
07/15/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I bought this rifle as an Appleseed Project gun. Notwithstanding a number of very positive youtube videos and various praiseworthy blogs, I found the rifle upon receipt very, very cheap. The stock is a light, cheap, fiberglass; various parts are cheap stamped metal; the trigger is creepy and heavy, atrocious in a word. Worse, quality control seems to be a concept totally foreign to the manufacturer. The very first thing I notice after opening the box was the spring rear sight: it was off center and upon further inspection it was clear that the rear of the base was not actually in the dovetail slot. I wiggled the sight with my finger and it came off. Upon inspection, it appears that instead of the sight being slid into the dovetail, only the front of the base was put into the dovetail slot and the rear of the base was forced down into the dovetail. The result was that top of the overhand of the dovetail was caved in making in impossible to slide the base of the sight into it. It looked like someone had taken a hammer an pounded on the top of the base to force it into the slot. I have a .22 pump action made by Winchester which I bought in or around 1960. Comparing the workmanship between it and this Marlin just has me shaking my head. It is embarrassing that American quality has declined to this degree. But, no matter; I planned to replace the sights in any event with Tech Sights in order to have post front sight and peep rear sight.. But in order to get proper alignment I had to really crank the rear sight over. Fortunately there was enough room, but it does leave one wondering: is the dovetail cut on the receiver off center? Is the barrel not aligned properly with the receiver? Is the front sight not properly set? I don't plan to spend money to find out. Besides, what really mattered was whether it was acceptably accurate. So, I gathered six different brands of ammunition, two were standard velocity (around 1075 fps), three high velocity (around 1250 fps), and one extreme velocity (1435 fps) and shot these at 50 yards. The best group measured 1/2" from CCI Target. Two others were usable: Federal Target, and CCI Blazer, each 1". This level of accuracy is good enough for an Appleseed Project rifle I believe. And if I can do something about this rotten trigger, maybe I can shrink these groups a little more. The next issue is whether the front sling swivel attachment will stand up to the forces generated from looping up. The swivel itself fits into a hole fabricated in the cheap fiberglass stock. I figure the chances are 50/50 that the hole is going to rip out after a few repetitions of looping up in prone. Bottom line: if you are looking for something to get your kid through an Appleseed weekend, this will probably suffice. However, this rifle is not heirloom quality and will not be something that is passed on in the family. And it is not worth the time or money to fix up. If you have plans to dump money into a .22 semi-auto, then you should be looking at a Ruger 10/22. 











Jeff P

on
06/10/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this Marlin 795 22 lr rifle using the much appreciated 90 day layaway. Made last payment on Thursday was at my ffl on Monday... Nice! Have had it to the range twice, and I just gotta say, this gun shoots so nice! Very lightweight and a whole lot of fun. I would recommend this sweet plinking fungus to anyone thanks buds! 











Rich A

on
05/17/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my 795. It is a great .22 rifle, light,accurate and reliable. Easy to clean and put back together, once you know how. Easy on your wallet to buy and feed. Eats cheap bulk ammo like a champ. This is a rifle that you will be able to use a lot. It is one of my favorite guns to shoot. Highly recommend it. Rich Alexander 











Alan C

on
05/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great li'l rifle. Smooth feed. No jams. Quite accurate. 











Joshua W

on
04/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shooting gun. Cycles reliably. Love it. 











Peter J

on
02/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great little gun from Buds. I put a scope on it and took it out to the range and shot 200 rounds with no issues whatsoever. Great little 22 for the price. 











Roderick D

on
01/19/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










all I can say is excellent 











Billy P

on
01/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent item, very accurate. Love it. 











Kenneth C

on
08/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Outstanding varmint rifle, I've already put a Federal Hunter match right between a groundhog's eyes at about 80 yards. 











Alan C

on
07/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great rifle can't go wrong with a marlin.Buds gun shop is smooth ,good customer service,no hassle,faster shipping than thier competitors, ordered Wednesday picked it up at my FFL on Saturday. 











Michael S

on
01/30/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice simple gun for my kids to go out and shoot w/ me. Nothing bad to say, happy w/ product. 











Kenneth W

on
01/02/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got a couple of these for my sons for Christmas. Shot quarter sized groups at 25 yards with the iron sights. Cycled perfectly. The stock feels kind of cheap and some of the traditionally metal parts are plastic but I think it's a good buy at $150. 











Eduardo I

on
12/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good rifle. Ligt weight and reliable. Got this for my 14yrs old son Christmas gift. Quality for the price and comes with the sling mounts, So adding one of those popular bifolds wouldnt be a problem. Comes with a 10 rd magazine and lock. Also a 5yr limited guarantee. Just add the buds lifetime and your ready to go. Very accurate with iron sights. You could always be cool and add the red dot or a scope. Offcourse you will need the right accessories to make it happen. 











Carmelo S

on
09/24/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just for the record, I never like to write a review, but I had to make an exception this time. I was torn between this rifle and the Ruger 10/22; however since I am not an avid .22lr user I felt the Marlin is the best choice for the price. I took it to the range and almost used up a box of 333 rds with the help of a buddy and had no issues. I recently paid $145 for the rifle, $19.95 for a cheap bipod and $39.99 for a scope. I have a little over $220 invested in the rifle and it fit all my needs. Great rifle and I also have to say that this is the third time I have ordered from Buds and they seem to get faster and faster on shipping. Buds is the best! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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